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Dr. Amanda Koontz Anthony’s primary areas of interest include social inequalities, culture and consumption, identities, and social
psychology.  Her teaching interests include theory, sex and gender, pop culture, and race and ethnicity.  A few of her current projects
include inequalities in market representations of “authenticity” and identity negotiation by marginalized groups. Dr. Anthony received her
Ph.D. in Sociology from Florida State University in 2011. She also received her M.A. in Sociology from FSU in 2009. Her B.A. in Sociology
was earned at Appalachian State University in 2007.
By Amanda Koontz Anthony
The Florida Highwaymen are a group of self-taught artists, who started painting at the end of the Jim Crow era. During this time,
the interstates of Florida were still not developed, and most visitors traveled roads like A1A, visiting local businesses and staying at
roadside hotels or motels. The Florida Highwaymen sold their quickly-painted, brightly-colored paintings from the trunks of their
cars along the side of the roads and to local businesses. For most, selling the paintings was a great way to earn money without
laboring in the äelds.
However, this was not an artistic “movement” and they lacked self-labels. Instead, an arts acquisition agent re-discovered their
work in the 1990’s while searching for the beginning of the local Florida arts movement. After coming across their work in antiques
and thrift stores, he started piecing the story (and group) together, applying the label “Florida Highwaymen” based on their
original sales method.
The story of the Highwaymen has twists and turns, literally and äguratively, in the rise of their celebrity status. At times I felt I
better understood their inspiration, as I traveled the highways of Florida through sunrises and sunsets to änd the Highwaymen
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during my data collection. At other times, I felt I understood better the social dynamics and politics of the art world, as I heard the
varying voices of those collecting, displaying, trading, and painting the Highwaymen’s works.
As I learned more about the Highwaymen, I became more drawn into their story and the creation of “the story” because of how I
began to view it as intertwined with the American Dream. In multiple books, radio shows, blogs, websites, pamphlets, and simply
word-of-mouth, we hear the inspiring story of the Florida Highwaymen änding a creative way to both express themselves and
support their families during such a difäcult social and economic time. We learn stories of friendships and fall-outs as individuals
worked to better their place in life, some having bumps along the way.
At the same time, race is intertwined throughout the story – sometimes brought to the surface in descriptions of the Highwaymen
themselves, sometimes in the stories told by the Highwaymen of literally not being allowed “across the tracks.” We hear
descriptions of what I call “racialized authentication,”[1] in which the Highwaymen are described as closer to nature with innate
abilities, shadowing the traditional racialized stories of the “exotic other.” Their poverty is, in some cases, romanticized in order to
emphasize how they were able to rise above it. The Highwaymen are not simply artists, they are African-American self-taught
artists. Their current work is critiqued for changing, and perhaps improving, because they are viewed as losing the authenticity
they supposedly derived from their natural talents and lack of education. Unfortunately, as many are still painting, this can make it
more difäcult to earn a living since their older, vintage paintings are more highly valued for their contextual meanings.
One cannot deny aspects of the story are uplifting – but one must also be careful to not lose the people in the discourse. Those I
met have uniquely wonderful personalities, collectors and artists alike, and often a great sense of humor. And sensibly it is difäcult
to tell the individual stories when they have been labeled as a group, but I argue that losing details in the midst of a popularized
discourse is a common process in our society.
Beyond this, the Highwaymen arguably needed to conform to major points in this discourse; otherwise, as I mentioned above, they
would lose their status. Some did opt out, eschewing the Highwaymen label. Others who were not originally labeled as
Highwaymen are working to become acknowledged as such. In considering the Highwaymen’s voices, we see how in public
presentations of self they intertwine their biographical stories with frameworks constructed and put forth by others publicizing the
Highwaymen. In this way, the artists make the artist-entrepreneur identity their own, in their own ways. In what we term “cultural
identity work,”[2] the Highwaymen draw from valued traits in the art world and from popular culture to maintain their personal
identities in the public spotlight of the “Florida Highwaymen” label.
Once again, I argue this represents a social process common to those achieving a sense of fame, whether locally, regionally, or
beyond. We become associated with a role, and while wanting to maintain a sense of self, many want to also hold on to the values
assigned to that role. Some decide they do not want that spotlight, just as some originally labeled Highwaymen also did not want it.
This process can sometimes perpetuate inequalities and yet also break boundaries – bringing awareness to these multiple
outcomes is one purpose of my research.
So while the story of the Highwaymen may at ärst seem to be unique, after exploring the Highwaymen phenomenon, I believe there
are many points we can all associate with, in our everyday lives and academically.
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